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USTPAC Submission to Sri Lanka's Consultation Task Force- Aug. 25, 2016 

Dear Secretary General, 

A sincere thank for visiting Sri Lanka and traveling throughout the island to show your concern for all her 
communities. 

On 25 August 2016, USTPAC made a submission to Sri Lanka's Consultation Task Force (CTF) on 
Reconciliation Mechanisms in response to the CTF's request for views on Sri Lanka's transitional justice 
process. We attach our submission. 

CTF -first made a general request for views on 5 April 2016 and then a specific request to diaspora 
organizations on 13 July 2016. Although the consultation process has been criticized (as equivalent to 
ticking items on a checklist) , the CTF currently provides the only forum by which diaspora organizations 
may provide their views directly into the CTF process. 

As can be seen in our submission, USTPAC has reserved its support for the government's efforts at this 
stage, mainly to express its concern about the lack of transparency on the consultation process thus far 
and to maintain an opportunity to more fully assess the government's bona fides overall in this process. 
Statements from high-ranking members of the government continue to raise serious questions about its 
willingness to fully implement Human Rights Council Resolution 30/1 and to provide the necessary 
leadership for a political settlement. · 

USTPAC remains committed to a constructive approach to any and all efforts to bring justice and redress 
to victims of the Sri Lankan 
ethnic/Civil war. Consistent with that commitment, the submission expresses USTPAC's views on 
mechanisms to achieve truth, justice, reparations and guarantees of non-recurrence in post-civil war Sri 
Lanka. It also highlights the need for ongoing consultations as the process evolves and victims are 
identified. 

For your interest, I also attach our submission to CERD for Sri Lanka's review in August-----=":"":"-=:-=~---. 

--'Fhank-you for your- kind attention. ~--ElL ED~--- -

--- - - -- --- --wrrh utmost respect, -

Avis Sri-Jayantha 
Advocacy Director 
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US Tamil Political Action Council • PO Box 35536 ·Washington, DC 20033 • 202.595.3123 • info@ustpac.org • www.ustpac.org 

USTPAC Submission to Sri lanka's Consultation Task Force on Reconciliation Mechanisms 
August 2016 

1. This submission from the United States Tamil Political Action Council (USTPAC) to Sri lanka's 
Consultation Task Force includes three sections commenting on Sri lanka's transitional justice 
program and offering our suggestions for a credible transitional justice process: 

I. Introduction 
II. Confidence Building Measures 
Ill. Transitional Justice Mechanisms 

a. Truth Telling 
b. Accountability and Justice 
c. Reparations 
d. Guarantees of Non-Recurrence 

IV. Conclusion 

I. Introduction 

2. USTPAC, formed in July 2009, is a grassroots organization committed to justice, a political solution to 
the conflict in Sri Lanka based on the equality of all communities, and freedom from oppression and 
discrimination based on race, ethnicity, gender, language, religious beliefs or sexual orientation. In 
the aftermath of the mass atrocities associated with the war, USTPAC seeks accountability from all 
parties, notably both the government of Sri Lanka and the Liberation Tigers ofTamil Eelam, for 
human rights abuses that occurred during and after the Sri Lankan civil war, and a cessation of 
ongoing human rights abuses in Sri Lanka. In partnership with other Tamil diaspora groups, 
international human rights NGOs and the Tamil community in Sri Lanka, we actively work towards 
these goa ls with the United States government and at the UN Human Rights Council (HRC) in 
Geneva. 

3. The heart of our mission is to improve the lives of Tamils in Sri Lanka, who continue to suffer from 
the long shadow of state or state-sponsored discrimination, violence and impunity. In doing so, we 

-----~·oin-with-the-many-individu·a ls-and-gmups-who-seek-te-seeure-a-reformed;-plur-alistie-and-seeula r-Sri-------
Lanka that recognizes and respects the diversity and equality of all the country's ethnic and religious 

---- -----·----communities. 

4. USTPAC states that this submission in no way constitutes support for the government of Sri Lanka or 
an endorsement for its efforts thus far for transitional justice. We continue to maintain serious 
concerns about the genuine will of the government to carry out its commitments to all of Sri Lanka's 
peoples, especia lly with regards to Tamils, as it committed in UN HRC Resolution 30/1 of October 
2015. However, we also recognize that at this stage the Consultation Task Force (CTF) represents 
the only forum to directly contribute our views on the design and implementation of Sri Lanka's 
transitional justice program, including a Truth Commission, a Special Court, an Office of Missing 
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Persons, and an Office of Reparations. USTPAC notes that if the commitments are carried out with 
the necessary political leadership, transparency, competency, objectivity, community representation 
and resources, these mechanisms could have a profound and transformative impact on the Sri 
Lankan state and society. 

5. Our concerns about the consultation process are shared by others including UN High Commissioner 
for Human Rights Zeid Ra'ad al Hussein who stated in June 2016 that: 

There is a need to better connect the publ ic, participatory dimensions of the [consultations] 
process with the private, expert work that is going on behind the scenes on establishing 
transitional justice mechanisms. 

6. It remains unclear how the work and results of the CTF influence and interact with the non
transparent work of t he government in developing legislation for the transitional justice 
mechanisms. This is best exemplified in the formation of the Office of Missing Persons (OMP). The 
legislation for this mechanism was published in May 2016 following very limited and Colombo
centric consultations w ith groups outside the government. While the CTF did provide an interim 
report on the disappeared, it was released just days before the Sri Lankan Parliament passed the 
OMP Bill, leaving minimal time for Parliamentarians and the public to digest the report and consider 
any amendments inspired by it. In the future, we suggest that CTF reports be sent to Parliament 
with significant time for review and publ icized widely in the public domain. 

7. For the consultations process to be successful and not just a box-ticking exercise, it must be fully 
supported by the government and adequately resourced- two requirements that do not appear to 
be met at this stage. USTPAC requests greater clarity on how the work of the CTF informs t he design 
of transitional justice mechanisms. 

8. In addition, consultations must not end when the CTF publishes its final report. The process of 
consultation with all communities in Sri Lanka and the diaspora throughout the design and 
implementation stages must be ongoing and fully engaging. The CTF must publish its report in a 
timely man~r, and t he government should provide an itemized response to the recommendations 
in the report. It is imperative that victims are given a continual and influential voice from start t o 
finish, as this is a cornerstone of t ransitional justice. This point was best stated by the UN Special 
Rapporteur on t rut h, just ice, reparations and guarantees of non-recurrence, Mr. Pablo de Greiff, 
after his February 2016 visit to Sri Lanka: 

Because national consultations do not lead to act ionable blueprints, even less when there is so 
little pre-existing fami liarity on the part of the general population with the instruments of 

~~~~~~~~-t~all-sitional-jw;tice=among-othew:easons=itwi i Lbe-important-to-think aboutrAND-DESIGNi~-------

-- ___________ ~ __ ___J;_Qfliult~Lons not just a_~iLQile:Qff ogg__ortunjj:y,__Q_l.J_tirL t~rms oi Q[lgQlog pr_Q1:esses; whatever____ _ _ _ _ 
_ measures are implemented, those will also call for established means of communicating with and 

proving responsive to civil society, victims in particular. 

II. Call for Implementing Confidence Building Measures 

9. USTPAC's serious reservations about t he t ransit ional justice process and w ider reform program 

originate in part from the govern ment's fa ilure to take greater and more rapid action on well-known 
confidence building measures essent ial to t he Tamil community. In October 2015, USTPAC 
distributed a list of ten confidence build ing measures, many of which were agreed to by Sri Lank9n 
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Foreign Minister Samaraweera in his opening address to the HRC in September 2015 and/or were 
recorded in HRC Resolution 30/1. They included: 

• Enact Comprehensive Witness and Victim Protection 
• Repeal the Prevention of Terrorism Act and the Public Security Ordinance Act 

• Reform the Security Sector 

• Stop Ongoing Violations by Security Forces 

• Criminalize War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity 

• Demilitarize the North and East 
• Accelerate Return of Land and Resettle Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs} 

• Acknowledge the Plight of Missing Persons 

• Identify and Protect Evidence of Crimes 
• Cooperate fully with OHCHR and Member States 

10. The detailed version ofthese confidence building measures can be viewed on USTPAC's website. 
The implementation status of these measures as of June 8, 2016 can be viewed here. Repeal of the 
Prevention of Terrorism Act and release of Tamil political prisoners, withdrawal of such an 
overwhelming proportion of the armed forces from the North and East, and return of land and 
property were also requests that the Tamil National Alliance {TNA} made of the new President 
Sirisena upori his election in January 2015 . They are important actions for him to show that his 
government represents all its citizens. TNA MP Sampanthan claimed in so many words that these 
were 'immediately actionable' items. 

11. Action so far on these points has been insufficient, as High Commissioner Zeid noted in his oral 
report to the HRC in June 2016. There have been efforts to initiate return of small amounts of land 
to civilians, resettle IDPs and establish the Office of Missing Persons, and we welcome these actions. 
The amount of land returned is small compared to the 67,000 acres of land that continue to be 
occupied .according a report by the British Tamil Forum in June 2016, based on numbers collected up 
to January 30, 2016. There has been no progress to meaningfully demilitarize the North and East or 
initiate security sector reform. Despite multiple commitments to repeal the Prevention of Terrorism 
Act (PTA}, the police continue to apply the draconian law. While some PTA detainees have been 
conditionally released on bail, many who have languished in prison for up to twenty years still await 
decisions from the government on whether to release them or advance their cases to court . These 
are just a few examples of the government's failure to act on the confidence building measures and 
brings into question whether the government has the necessary political will to undertake the tasks 
before it. 

-----.12 ,_While .. USigAeu nderstands.-tbaLthe-tr-ansitional~ ustice_processJ:akes .. timer-the-dela')Li n-initiating_this, ______ _ 
________ process.u nd.erm ines_the_confide nce_of...the_victi m_co.m m.un ity_and .. w.iJLw.o_r..lc to_d_eleat.a n_effe_ctive ________________ _ 

outcome. The reality is that tens of thousands of civilians, mostly Tamils, were killed at the end. of 
the war and their survivors continue to live and struggle in the war-affected areas without justice for 
years. This is why it is so important to have progress on these measures now to build public trust 
and improve the lives of the most vulnerable. 
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Ill. Transitional Justice Mechanisms 

13. USTPAC does not seek to spell out every detail of each transitional justice mechanism. Instead, we 
have stated the desired impact of each mechanism and raised specific aspects that we believe are 
most important in creating each successful mechanism. 

14. USTPAC echoes High Commissioner Zeid's recommendation in June that: 

[A) comprehensive and well-coordinated strategy on transitional justice is required for the 
Government to implement its commitments in Resolution 30/1. It should be backed up by a 
concerted public information campaign involving civil society in the design of transitional justice 
mechanisms. 

15. A transparent and comprehensive strategy, paired with a nationwide and well-resourced public 
information campaign about the strategy would contribute to dispelling misinformation and anxiety 
about the transitional justice program, instilling confidence in the Sinha Ia, Tamil, Muslim and other 
communities that the government is serious about the undertaking, and educating all communities 

·about the benefits of transitional justice. USTPAC urges the government to act as quickly as possible 
on both matters. 

16. Without recognition that the transitional justice process will benefit all communities and peoples on 
the island and not just one or another subset, the mechanisms being established will not achieve the 
desired result. The mechanisms will be viewed as an imposition from abroad unless it is understood 
that all have something to gain from reviewing the past, learning the truth and providing justice to 
those who have suffered. 

17. Setting up an efficient and integrated process at the start is vital or else much of the benefit of the 
transitional process will be dissipated in more vagary and confusion- one of the main criticisms of 
past processes- with the suspicion that this is the desired result by those who have initiated the 
effort. Clarity about who is responsible for what, how the various mechanisms will work together 
and what. the desired outcomes are will go far toward achieving real change, rather than a process 
that is merely for show. 

a. Truth-Telling 

i. Truth Commission 

Desired Result -~----~-- __ 
18-:--The-objectives--of the-mechanism-should-be:-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-- -- • - Establish patterns of violations-

• Map out perpetrators and crimes 

• Acknowledge and recognize victims in a safe and supportive environment 

• End denial and acknowledge role of state, in addition to paramilitaries and armed groups 

• Emphasize that truth-telling is a necessity, but not a substitute for justice 

USTPAC's Position 
19. Any truth-telling mechanism must be designed for Sri Lanka's unique circumstances and not 

imported from another context like South Africa. Each historical circumstance is unique and must 
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be reflected in the institutions set up. Notably, the Truth and Reconciliation process in South Africa 

cannot be used as a template because in South Africa a complete change of government occurred 

following the conflict that allowed the majority ethnic/racial community, which had been agitating 

for a greater voice and which had been the primary object of the government's abuses, to take 

power. The exact opposite is the case in Sri lanka, where the majority ethnic/racial community on 

the island has held power throughout and questions the legitimacy of the Tamil struggle, and their 

place on the island and in the society. 

20. The appointment of Commissioners must allow for quotas from the different communities. 

Nominations from affected communities must be encouraged. We recommend a quota system 

which does not perpetrate the numerical imbalances of the island, but one that inspires confidence 

amorig the victims. The Commission must adequately reflect the majority of the victims, and all 

victims. At a minimum; 50% of the Commission members should be Tamil. All Commissioners, 

regardless of ethnicity, must be well-known for their competence, experience and ethnic/racial 

neutrality, and have the approval of the elected representatives of the affected communities. 

21. The government should give clear instructions to the security forces and police that they are not to 

interfere with the Truth Commission's work. The Truth Commission should be provided adequate 

security to ensure that its staff, collected information and work materials are not harmed or 

destroyed during the course of its work. 

22. The mandate of the Commission should include actions taken throughout the entire period since 

independence, not just from the start of the war in 1983 and should continue to the present. All 

substantive issues must be included, notably systemic crimes, deaths, enforced disappearances, 
sexual violence, torture, displacement, embargoes, mass internments, indefinite detention without 

trial, etc. 

23. The Commission should not be allowed to provide amnesty. The idea floated by the Foreign 

Minister in September 2015 in a speech to the HRC of a Compassionate Council made up of religious 

leaders working alongside a Truth Commission who could provide amnesty to criminals would be in 
violation of Sri Lanka's commitments and international law. There cannot be amnesty for mass 

atrocity crimes. 

24. Witness protection is a vital component of a truth-telling mechanism, as past commissions have 

demo_nstLa_t.e_d_a.iailure_!Qprotect witnesses. This Commission must grovide credible._,a,_,_n....,d"--------- -
-----~-inelepenelentsafeguarasmcluclmg pnvacy tnat guarantees protection Of witnesses, and-have th"e ________ _ 

-- ---- -- a oilif'{to punisn th-ose who intimiaate witnesses or atte mpn o gatnerinformation aboanhem-. -- ------------ - -

Testimony from all those affected should be facilitated by both public and, where necessary, by 

private sittings in places convenient for victims. 

25. Members of the diaspora who are both victims and perpetrators must be given a path to appear 

before the Commission in a safe and convenient fashion. Expecting diaspora victims to testify from 

Sri Lankan embassies, the embassy of a country they have fled in fear, is not satisfactory. Rather 

assistance must be sought from neutral foreign embassies or other venues. Special provisions must 
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be made with the co-operation of the Indian Government to allow for dispossessed Tamil refugees 

from the war living in camps or elsewhere in Tamil Nadu to appear and contribute to the truth

telling effort. 

26. The Commission must be able to access government and military officials and records, and, where 

necessary, use subpoena power to force testimony. 

27. The Commission should incorporate all possible information, including that gathered by the UN 

Secretary General's 2011 Panel of Experts, the UN Secretary General's 2012 Petrie Report, the 2015 

OHCHR Investigation on Sri Lanka (OISL) Report, and the UK Channel4 documentary films. 

28. The Truth Commission must be well-resourced with sufficient staff and physical resources to carry 

out a thorough and timely operation. Foreign, domestic, corporate and individual funding must all 

be sought and allowed. 

29. Timeliness and thoroughness will be the dynamic dialectic of the truth-seeking process, since truth is 

the foundation of the entire transitional justice process. Within three months of its beginning work, 

the Commission should divide its work ahead into separate tasks, decide on a timeline for each, and 

publish the plan directly to the public. Every effort must be made to begin the truth-telling process 

in the next few months and complete it within two years. Other transitional justice processes 

should be initiated in parallel and should not wait for the completion of the Commission. The 

Commission should convey relevant information to the other transitional justice mechanisms on a 

regular basis. 

30. It is important for the whole country to know the truth and help in healing and reconciliation. As 

such, a communication division of the Truth Commission should be set up to disseminate the 

proceedings and relevant findings to all ethnicities in all 3 lang~ages in a timely manner. At the end 

of its work, and at least bi-annually, the Commission should provide a public report, detailing the 

progress up to that point and future plans in all three languages in wide distribution. This report 

must come directly from the Commission and not be sent to the government or other body for prior 

review. At the end of its work, and at least annually, the Commission should provide 
recommendations for action to the other transitional justice mechanisms with a clear indication of 

which body is responsible for carrying out each recommendation. 

ii. Office of Missing Persons 

-- ----- Desirecl-Re~ult-- - - --------- --- -----'- -
31. The objectives ofthe mechanism should be: 

• Search out and organize disparate information on the disappeared 

• Inform family members of the fate of their loved ones and to determine the circumstances of 

their disappearance 

USTPAC Posit ion 

32. An Office of Missing Persons (OMP) was mandat ed by Pa rliament on August 11, 2016. It is difficult 

to fullycomment on the Bill without knowledge of the amendments that passed with it, which have 
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not been made public as of the time oft his submission. The amendments and the final form ofthe 

bill should be made public expeditiously. 

33. The OMP must engage throughout its tenure in ongoing consultations with families of the 

disappeared and greater civil society, especially since its creation did not involve extensive 

consultation with these important sources of legitimacy and information. We note the provision in 

the International Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearances 

(ICCPED), that Sri Lanka recently ratified, which establishes the right of relatives of the missing or 

disappeared to learn the fate and whereabouts of their loved ones. We note the potential conflict 

between this right to know and the right to privacy of the missing person, so we urge that a middle 

way be found to assuage the difficult feelings on both sides. This right must be respected and 

relatives of the missing or disappeared must be given information that becomes available to the 

OMP. 

34. The broad mandate of the OMP, which includes searching for new information, collecting 

information from other bodies, protecting the interests of missing persons and their relatives, 

identifying avenues of recourse and making recommendations on prevention is encouraging. It is 

good that the time period covered is as wide as necessary, and that the OMP is granted the 

mandate to search high and low for information about this protracted and entrenched problem that 

has affected so many. 

35. The competency, political independence and ethnic neutrality of the members of the OMP 

recommended by the Constitutional Council and appointed by the President, along with other staff 

of the body, including investigators, researchers, and translators, will be _crucial to the success of this · 

effort. It is good that the Parliamentary Bill explicitly mentions the need to reflect the 'pluralistic 

nature of Sri Lankan society' and consider this a step forward. It is positive that the need for prior 

experience in this field for members of the OMP is explicitly mentioned. Given the unique skills 

required for forensic investigations and exhumations, and the expected dramatic increase in 
caseloads, the OMP should be able to seek expert staff from abroad and the advice of appropriate 

UN mandate holders. 

36. The OMP will provide one form of recourse to the relatives of the missing by handing information to 

the Registrar General for the Registrar General to issue a Certificate of Absence. The legislation 

implementing the Certificates was approved by the Cabinet in June, but has not yet been passed in 

Parliament. The legislation would be an amendment to the Registration of Deaths (Temporary 
------Provis ions-)-1-Act-;-N CJ.-19-of-201&.-rhe-deta lis-of-the-proposed-amendment-and-the-tim et-able-of-itc:---------

___ introduction are not-clear-and both-should-be-made-public - The Eertificate-must-allow resolution-of--------------

such vital issues for survivors as inheritance, land tenure, pensions, widows' benefits, accessing 

frozen bank accounts, etc. There is apprehension among the relatives of accepting certificates of -

absence. They should be reassured that it is only an acknowledgment of.their loved ones status as a 

missing person, but efforts will continue to find out their whereabouts, circumstances and eventual 

status. Providing a Certificate by itself without a vigorous effort of searching out information on 

what befell the missing person will not be sufficient. This initial acknowledgment should also entitle 

survivors to receive partial reparations f rom the body entrusted with Reparations. 
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37. We note that the OMP Bill focuses on individual cases of missing persons and, while there is nothing 

that prevents the Office from tackling mass graves, does not take into consideration the prevalence 

or the special ci rcumstances of mass or systemic murder. As the OMP's mandate covers prevention 

of further disappearances, it is important to pay attention to the cases of large-scale killings. The 

government should take immediate efforts to protect all known mass graves including those in 

Matale and Mannar. The OMP should have a competent forensic unit with DNA testing capabilities 

responsible for identifying and investigating new mass graves, investigating existing mass graves, 

preserving the sites, and establishing and protecting the chain of custody of evidence. 

38. The government should give clear instructions to the security forces and police that they are not to 

interfere with the OMP's work. For example, security and police forces should be barred from 

presiding over exhumations of mass graves as their presence could be construed as a form of 

intimidation. The OMP should be provided adequate security to ensure thatits staff, collected 

evidence and work materials are not harmed or destroyed during the course of its work. 

39. We note that the relationship of the OM P and the information it gathers with the other transitional 

justice mechanisms that Sri Lanka has committed to set up has not been spelled out. If the 

transitional justice process is to be accomplished in a coordinated way, these relationships must be 

fully defined in any subsequent legislation. In addition, exactly what information gathered through 

the investigative powers of the OMP will be available to ordinary courts is not precisely clear, 

beyond ba re information on the missing person and statements of witnesses with information on 

the disappea rance. It is also vague as to what the responsibility of the OMP is to pass information to 

courts and prosecutors, including the government's promised Special Court. This seems to give the 

Office wide discretion in that decision. The use of the information for prosecuting criminality must 

be possible and the necessary legislation should be enacted as a means to stop impunity for the 

perpetrators and provide justice for the victims. 

40. We urge the OMP to not confine itself to Colombo, but to set up offices throughout the island, 

particularly in the war zones of the North and East. 

41. We note with appreciation that the OMP Bill mandates that "the rights of missing persons and 

relatives of missing persons shall be enforced on a basis of equality without regard to status and 

without discrimination on any grounds whatsoever." 

--------------- -- -----

----------.4-z-:-r he-eM P-m ust-publish-repo rts-in-a 11-three-la nguages-o n-progress-i n-a-tim ely-(-at-least-quarterly)-andl-------

--transparent manner if-it is to have-credib ility: 

43. The OMP must be well-resourced with sufficient staff and physical resources to carry out a thorough 

and timely operation. Foreign, domestic, corporate and individual funding must all be sought and 

allowed. 
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b. Accountability (Criminal Justice) 

i. Special Court 

Desired Result 
44. The objectives ofthe mechanism should be: 

• Tamils continue to feel as ifthey are targets ofthe state and unsafe in their own country. 

Prosecutions are essential to help rebuild a sense of communal security and equality under law 

• Investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of grave human rights and humanitarian law 

violations identified in OISL Report and elsewhere 

• Security must be in the hands of a well-trained police force and court system under civilian 

control that is composed of personnel whose ethnic composition reflects the local civilian 

population, rather than the arbitrary purview of a largely Sinhalese military force 

• Clear message to Sri Lankan citizens that rule of law is restored and impunity w ill not be 

tolerated 

USTPAC Position 
45. The first and essential step toward an end to impunity is the criminalization of war crimes and 

crimes against humanity. At the moment the most serious crime recognized in Sri Lankan law is the 
crime of murder, while an enforced disappearance cannot be prosecuted, much less systemic or 
mass violations. Incorporating the serious crimes that have been committed in Sri Lanka over the 
past 4-5 decades into the Sri Lankan legal code is the first essential step if Sri Lanka expects to 
handle these cases on her own soil. No action is perceivable at the moment, with the Attorney 
General noting that no changes need to be made following Sri Lanka's signing of the 
International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance in 
December 2015. Of particular concern is that legislation must be passed to make enforced or 
involuntary disappearances a crime retrospectively to handle the missing persons, 65,000 cases of 
which have been reported to various government commissions over the yea rs. 

46. For any court handling the serious crimes that have been committed in Sri Lanka against the Tamil 
people and other communities .to be credible, such a court must be ethnically neutral. We firmly 
believe, along with the rest ofthe Tamil community, that to be credible and ethnically neutral strong 
international involvement at all levels and in all activities of the court is required. This means that 
the integral incorporation of international judges, prosecutors, investigators, lawyers, and other 
legal experts is a necessity, as agreed by the consensus HRC resolution 30/1 to which Sri Lanka is a 
~ All staff of the Court must be vetted for their competence, experience and neutrality, hired 
on clear criteria, and receive special training in the requirements of international law. Even the 

--neutrality-of-translatiorrhas-beerra1Jroblem-in-Sri-tanka's-own-courts7"so-care-must-be-taken for------- -

each and every position. 
---- ------------- ---- -------------· 

47. We urge that the composition of the Special Court should include 50% of internat ional and 50% local 
judges. The High Commissioner's office (OHCHR) should be involved in recommending and vetting 
the international judges. The victims' representative bodies (political, civil society, human rights 
bodies) should be involved in the vetting and selection of Sri Lankan judges. 

48. Protection of forensic and other evidence will be crucial fo r the success of t he Special Court. 
Start ing today, those working on transit ional just ice in Sri Lanka, including t he Secretariat for 
Coordinating Reconciliation Mechanisms under the Prime M inister, and the Office of National Unity 
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and Reconciliation (ONUR) and the Ministry of National Integration and Reconciliation under the 
President, not to mention the Human Rights Commission and Sri Lanka's normal police and court 
apparatus, must start protecting and collecting this evidence. Australia's Public Interest Advocacy 
Centre, for instance, in a 2014 report said that there are allegations that the Sri Lankan military may 
have deliberately and systematically exhumed bodies from mass graves in attempts to hide 
evidence of serious international crimes. The military has so far refused to submit a list of names of 
L TIE cadres captured at the end of the war to the courts, something their commander-in-chief 
should be able to speedily procure. 

49. The government should give clear instructions to the security forces and police that they are not to 

interfere with the Special Court's work. The Special Court should be provided adequate security to 

ensure that its staff, collected evidence and work materials are not harmed or destroyed during the 

course of its work. 

50. Witness protection independent of the security sector, as with all other transitional justice efforts, 
will be vitally important to receive full and credible information in cases being prosecuted. 

51. All surveillance by state apparatus currently prevalent in the North and East, including "plain
clothed" personnel must stop to ensure witness protection and to create conducive environment for 
the implementation of all aspects of transitional justice. 

52. Any Special Court must be insulated from the Attorney General's office as presently constituted, 

structured and staffed, as the office has demonstrated on numerous occasions, including during 

attempts at dealing with indefinite detention without trial in the past year, that it has no ability or 

interest in engaging with the transitional justice process. Actions of the Attorney General's office 

were critical to the failure of the International Independent Group of Eminent Persons in 2006-8. 

53. As with the Truth Commission, we strongly believe that no procedure for amnesty should be 
incorporated into the legislation setting up the Special Court. For Sri Lanka to move forward past 
the widespread and flagrant impunity for both individual and systemic crimes of the past, those 
most responsible must face the consequences of their crimes against the people. 

54. The Special Court must be well-resourced with sufficient staff and physical resources to carry out a 
thorough and t imely operation. Foreign, domestic, corporate and individual funding must all be 

sought and allowed. 

--L-- Office of Reparations-- --

Desired Result 

55. The objectives ofthe mechanism should be: 

• Help victims of all communities heal, re-join society, and close gulf between those inside and 

outside war zones 

• Acknowledge st at e responsibility in the conflict; t here are already anxieties about reparations as 

a form of pay-off, which must be dispelled 
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• Support victims specifically. Reparations are distinct from the responsibility a government has 

to provide security, economic development and infrastructure to all of its citizens 

USTPAC Position 
56. Recognizing that reparations include both the need to make the community whole and also to make 

individuals whole after trauma and economic destitution that w ill take an extended time to heal, it is 

· important for the process of defining and identifying victims to begin, so that those most in need 

may be helped first. The obvious place to start is with internally displaced persons, those disabled 

by the war, widows and orphans of the war and those without adequate shelter. Another group 

that needs to be recognized as a group with its own special needs is the Tamil refugee community 

living in camps or elsewhere in Tamil Nadu who should be able to return back to the Island in safety 

and with assistance to reestablish themselves in their community. Seven years after the war the 

fact that so little has been done for these extremely vulnerable populations is inexcusable, and 

results in a severe trust deficit. 

57. Reparations must be provided to all victims ofthe conflict including all ethnicities irrespective of the 

party (State, L TIE, Paramilitaries) responsible for the harm. This should include the disappeared, 

killed, maimed, forcibly evicted, loss of land use, damages to property, damage to livelihoods, and 

those who have suffered illegal and wrongful imprisonments. 

58. The transitional justice process should identify victims from all communities and then develop a 

reparations policy institutionally and based on the recommendations of other mechanisms. 

59. Given the likelihood that a disproportionate number of vietims needing reparations will be located 

in the North and East, the Office of Reparations should have regional offices in the war-affected 

areas rather than solely in Colombo. 

60. In working to improve the provision of health services, it is important that immediate psycho-social 

counselling and health services be given to those identified as most in need, with particular 

consideration for victims of torture and sexual violence. The government must allow for and give 

space for individuals and communities to heal by demilitarizing and stopping the excessive 

surveillance of Tamils in the island, which is so traumatic for an already traumatized population. It 

imperative that identification and rendering of health services be done by professionals who are 

from the same ethnic commun ity. Medical professionals from the Tamil Diaspora should be 

encouraged and facilitated to provide health services. 

---61.-We-note-that toJinance-a-successfu I reparations program,-it is importanUhat-noqusUhe-victims------· 

recognize that such a program is needed. This requires education by the state on exactly how much 

poverty and suffering resulted from the war, how slow efforts to alleviate that suffering has been so 

far, and how creating yet another impoverished underclass will be an impediment to the country as 

a whole. 

62. In addition to individual reparations, collective reparation also should be done as appropriate. While 

the broader transitional justice process is being put in place to find the resources for reparations 
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and to identify those individuals and communities affected by civil conflict over the past 4-5 

decades, a series of symbolic actions, including a halt to building victors' monuments in the former 

war zones, the development of new forms of commemoration in consultation with the local 

communities, and the restoration of war memorials for the Tamil fighters are important. Similarly, 

the building of Buddhist places of worship, especially by the military, in areas that do not have 

civilian populations that have been traditionally Buddhist needs to stop. Likewise, numerous 

business ventures, small and large-scale, that are run by the military need be disbanded. Any 

military-owned businesses must be gradually turned over to non-military government sectors or 

sold. Steps must be taken to protect widows and other vulnerable women from sexual abuse in 

consultation with local civilian authorities. 

63 . Several generations of children in the former war zones have had their education affected by the 

war and education is one of the Tamils' first priorities, so state efforts to improve education will 

have a profound benefit. 

64. When setting up a system of reparations, it is important that that system be linked to the other 

transitional justice mechanisms so when one mechanism identifies a victim, a coordinated response 

may be achieved. Such coordination is vital not just for the victim, but also for the efficiency of the 

process and for an increase in confidence in the state to meet the needs of all its citizens that may 

lead to peace and stability. 

65. Clarity and transparency in the purpose, meaning and distribution of any reparations are critical, so 

those who receive reparations know why they are receiving aid and that the process has been fair. 

Setting up a separate well-funded, neutral body to administer the process in coordination with other 

transitional justice mechanisms, rather than working through normal government channels will 

help. 

66. Using reparations to induce victims to be silent in other transitional justice mechanisms will be 

completely counter-productive. Clear instructions should be given to the relevant authorities to 

prevent this behavior. 

67. It must be recognized that much ofthe reconstruction work done in previous years has not been 

understood as reparation because much of the benefit has flowed to either the military or 

newcomers ('carpetbaggers') from the South and elsewhere. Much greater effort must be taken in 

c:1 t~~nsparent and hon,est f~s~io_n !O pr~>Vid~ r~t~ution for what was lost in the v,.rar to be effective. 
---------Aiso1 gener-al-development- like-reconstruction-of-roads-is-not- repa-ration,.rather--development- is-the,- ------

- -- ·- --governmenfs-respons-ibilityto-all-cit izens. - ---

68. Since agriculture and fishing have been the economic base of the North East, much more effort must 

be spent on releasing land and water to its rightful owners, settling conflicting claims quickly, 

moving to privatize ownership of state land held on long-term lease before displacement to conform 

with land policy in the South, assuring access to the sea to fishermen and other economically 

important consequences of the war. The military must stop engaging in agriculture in the war

affected areas and return that land and water to its original owners. In the Tamil and Muslim 
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communities, when land is re-distributed to its owners or fishermen re-distributed their fishing 

rights, individual economic packages must be associated with this return to allow people to make 

productive use oftheir resources. 

69. For those who did not hold land before the war and are still internally displaced or refugees 

overseas, the development of the economy with jobs is an important part of a durable solution. 

Train ing must be included in the package, so any jobs created are not immediately taken by those 

less affected by the war. 

70. The Office of Reparations must be well-resourced by the government with sufficient staff and 

physical resources to carry out a thorough and timely operation. Sri Lanka should designate a 

certain portion of its annual budget for reparations for the next 5 years. International bodies and 

governments should contribute substantially to the Reparations fund, and monitor closely its fair 

distribution. 

71. While perhaps outside the realm of the Office of Reparations, a broader economic plan for the 

former war zone is part of government responsibility to its citizens, and needs a policy separate 

from that for individual and collective reparations. The Northern Province's Chief Minister has been 

asking for years for a comprehensive needs assessment and a plan for recdevelopment. In 

developing a plan for the recovery of the North and East, opening the are·a to the wider world 

through transportation and trade by removing restrictions on direct travel and trade to India, which 

is so close and to which travel has been so restricted since independence, would provide important 

benefits and would also allow more free movement of the 100,000 Sri Lankan Tamils exiled in India 

as a result ofthe war. 

d. Guarantees of Non-Recurrence 

i. Institutional Reforms 

Desired result 
72. The objectives of this mechanism should be: 

• Reform structures that have contributed to ethnic-based discrimination and violence 
• Reform of the security sector and a return to civilian control in the North and East 

• End culture in security sector that targets Tam ils and culture in judicial system to tolerate state-

sp_En~ ore_(:l !:rJ_rninality_ __ 
------•- End-torture-and-deaths- in-custody------------------------------

--~- ·- ----.--- Increase respect-for and re-establish the rule of law-among-all sectors~ ofthe~ population----------

USTPAC Position 

73. We strongly support a political settlement which involves constitutional reform, reform of the civil 

service, especially the judiciary, and security sector reform as a critical factor in non-recurrence of 

ethnic conflict. Lack of voice in the polit ical system, discrimination in government jobs and services 

and violence by the security forces were some of the main triggers for the war. 
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74. While it is not the intention of USTPAC here to spell out the nature of political solution, it is 
important that a new social contract is achieved which will guarantee non-recurrence. The 
fundamental Tamil aspiration to manage our affairs and thrive in our historical habitats in harmony 
with other ethnic groups is key to a durable solution. Impediments brought out by the demerger of 
the North and East should be righted. Internal security and land management must be in the hands 
ofthe Tamil administration in their administrative unit. 

75. Impunity for crimes against the Tamils and all other communities has been widespread, particularly 

on the part of the state and its agents. Only political will and forceful action wi ll stop this process 

that alienates citizens from their government. If past crimes and ongoing crimes are not punished, 

this cycle of distrust will not be broken, which is why reform of the security forces and the judiciary 

are key parts of institutional reform. 

76. Important for security sector reform is strengthening civilian control of the military, which grew big 

and powerful during the war. Now that the war is over, civilian control needs must be re-asserted. 

The military must be disentangled from the police, including the Special Task Force and intelligence 

services, and must be withdrawn from civilian activities altogether, including domestic intelligence 

and commercial activities. Also critical is constructing a military that is not dominated by one 

ethnicity, responds to the needs and imperatives of all inhabitants and in whose governance all 

communities have a say. A first step in this process is the use of quotas in hiring, along with allowing 

provinces a voice in peacetime deployment in the new constitution. In the post-war realignment of 

the military toward external enemies, the military must be redeployed throughout the island based 

on military logic rather than ethnic logic. Based on the military's public websites, 17 out of 21 army 

divisions are in the North and East, a drastically disproportionate amount, which is further 

compounded by the large presence of the CID, TID, military intelligence, air force, and navy in the 

North and East. Demobilization should take place to reduce the size of the armed forces to reflect 

post-war needs. The military must withdraw from land appropriated during the war and cease its 

involvement in commerce, education, etc. in the former conf lict zones. The Civilian Defence Force 

and Coast Guard cannot become a dumping ground for former soldiers or a proxy for the military. 

And it goes without saying that there must be a thorough vetting of military personnel for war 

crimes and crimes against humanity, as well as further education in internat iona l humanitarian law 

and human rights for those st ill in service. 

77. Judicial Reform is necessary to assure that the police and courts are respons ive to all Sri Lanka's 

people. Assuring that all can interact w ith the judiciary in their own language is a f irst and 
- fundamental st ep, along with assuring that the provinces have a voice in the judicial system in t he 

new constitution. Similar to the military, there is not enough representation of other communit ies 
---- ------- - --- ----- ------------ -- ·-··----- --------------

in the judicial profession, beyond some high prof ile cases, so quotas should be considered, · 

particularly in some key offices which have a special impact on the response to ethnic-based crimes 

such as the Attorney General's office. In addition, vetting for ethnic neutrality, along with training in 

how to administer the law in a neutral fashion and clear avenues of appeal when bias is observed 

are all important for t he reform process. Clear hiring and promoting criteria must have neutrality as 

high a value as competence. As the judiciary is being ca lled on t o deal with t he consequences of 

decades of abuses against all communities on t he island, t raining in human rights and humanitarian 

law will be required. 
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78. We urge the immediate repeal of the Prevention ofTerrorism Act {PTA) and its replacement with 

anti-terror legislation that fits international standards. We demand that any legislation be ethnically 

neutral in both law and in practice, unlike the PTA, which in recent decades has been directed 

primarily against Tamils. We urge vigilance that, if the PTA is repealed, its egregious components 

are not just added as amendments to other laws, which is what happened with the Emergency 

Regulations. 

79. Sri Lanka should end the death penalty as a human rights imperative, and to encourage participation 
in the transitional justice process. 

80. We strongly support the Constitutional Reforms Committee's recommendation that a bill of rights 

for all Sri Lankans be added to the new constitution to spell out the rights each individual holds, so 

many of which have been violated in the last decades. 

81. We demand that the Human Rights Commission be fully funded, full independent, and fully 

functional, with strong safeguards for its neutrality and ability to help all individuals and 

communities. 

82. Education of the broader population on the history of persecution of Tamils and other communities, 

with a school curriculum that truthfully reflects the past, will be important not only to build support 

for the reforms that. are necessary, but to assure that crimes of this magnitude do not happen again, 

either to the Tamils or to others. 

83. We urge the creation of better protections against hate speech both in law and practice, especially 

hate speech directed by Buddhist-Sinhala nationalists such as the Sinha-Le movement, against other 

communities on the island who have just as much right to live in peace, security and prosperity on 

the island as they do. 

August 2016 
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US Tamil Political Action Council• PO Box 35536 • Washington, DC 20033 • 202.595.3123 • info@ustpac.org • www.ustpac.org 

Submission to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination 

Geneva, 15, 16 August 2016 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The United States Tamil Political Action Council (USTPAC) respectfully makes this submission to 

the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD or the Committee). 

2. USTPAC is a diaspora group of Tamils seeking accountability from both sides for war crimes 

committed during the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka, and reform of the political and constitutional 

structures in Sri Lanka, which have historically discriminated against Tamils and minority communities 

on the basis of race and ethnicity. This discrimination is embedded in Sri Lanka's constitution, in 

legislation, selective non-implementation of constitutional safe guards in the Tamil dominated 

provinces, and practices of government departments, including the police and security services in 

contravention of Article 2 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination (the Convention). Furthermore, as a direct result of the most recent ethnic conflict which 

ended in 2009, the discrimination faced by Tamil women, particularly the 90,000 war widows1 in the 

former war zones, and the 73,700 internally displaced persons (IDPs)2 who are mostly Tamil, is also 

drawn to the Committee's attention. We will address the need for the transitional justice mechanisms 

currently being developed in Sri Lanka (including those that address the war crimes committed by both 

sides in the conflict) to be designed so as to address the embedded racial and ethnic divide in Sri Lanka. 

Finally, we draw the Committee's attention to the failure of the current leadership on Sri Lanka to lead a 

national reckoning of the discriminatory practices of the past and to adopt {(immediate and effective 

measures" as required by Article 7 ~f the Convention. 

3. · USTPAC is the primary organization of Tamil Americans originally from Sri Lanka addressing 

issues of concern to Tamils in the United Stat es. USTPAC has a close relationship with sist er diaspora 

organizations around the world. Overall the Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora numbers approximately one 

million, most of whose members fled or left Sri Lanka since the 1970s as a direct response to racial 

discrimination, i_n many_ cases lif_e th.-_ea~en~~g ra~ial dis<:_rimination against Tamils and other communities 

------in-5-ri-tanka,historically-encouraged-orsponsored-by-the-5-ri-tankan--state~l:.ISi'PAEalso-workswith-:o--------· 

-- broad ban·d-of-civirsociety-organizationsand-international human rights-organizations-on human-rights ----

issues, including the elimination of racial discrimination against Tamils and other communities in Sri 

1 "At the Commonwealth heads of government meeting in Colombo, British Foreign Secretary William Hague 
raised the "cont inued concerns over the vulnerability of women and girls to sexual harassment and abuse, 
particularly the 90,000 Sri Lankan war widows living in areas with a large military presence". 
http://www.channel4.com/news/sri-lanka-tami l-north-vanni-human-rights-chogm-rajapaksa There are 50,000 
war widows who are heads of household in the Northern Province, with over 23,000 in Jaffna Peninsula. 
2 http:ljwww.internal-displacement.org/ south-and-south-east -asia/ sri-lanka 
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Lanka. USTPAC is active at the Human Rights Council {HRC), particularly recently during the passage of 

three successive resolutions, HRC 19/2, HRC 22/1, HRC 25/1 promoting reconciliation, accountability 

and human rights in Sri Lanka, which were opposed by the government of Sri Lanka, and on consensus 

HRC resolution 30/1 of September 2015. 

4. The legitimacy of the diaspora as stakeholders for accountability, ·reconciliation, and human 

rights in Sri Lanka is now well recognized, most recently by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 

{the High Commissioner) in his oral report to the Human Rights Council in June 2016. 3 The ongoing 

engagement of the Office ofthe High Commissionerfor Human Rights {OHCHR) and this Committee's 

process now underway pursuant to the Convention is crucially important to support the reform pr~cess 

now in its infancy, and to start to remove the base causes of racial discrimination against Tamils, 

Muslims and other communities in Sri Lanka. 

5. We refer to the list of themes issued by the Committee on 10 June 2016, which have been very 

helpful in framing USTPAC's submission. USTPAC's submission on the existence of, the effects of, and 

the failure to address the root causes of, racial discrimination in Sri Lanka are organized around the 

headings below. Each will be dealt with in turn and is preceded by a short background piece on the 

overall effects ofthe history of racial discrimination on the Tamil population in Sri Lanka. 

Background 

I. Constitution of Sri Lanka 
II. Prevention of Terrorism Act, 1979 
Ill. Security and Police Practices that Target Tamil and Minority Communities 
IV. Women in the former war zones 
V. Transitional Justice 
VI. lOPs 
VII. Failure of current leadership to lead a national reckoning of the past 

Background: Effects of Racial Discrimination on the Tamil Population 

6. Sri tanka is a diverse country with numerous ethnic and religious groups within its boundaries. 

Unfortunately, the government of Sri Lanka has not taken advantage of that diversity for the benefit of 

all of its citizens, but has historically, since independence, attempted to homogenize its population 

through assimilation, demographic engineering, elimination, and forcing populations to leave and flee 

-----th e:..isla Rd.l n-addltion,iR~the 1-9-90-s;.tl-le-M u.slim-G'ommunTty-in-tl-le~Nor.ttl:Was.-for-Ged-ff'o ffi-the-i ~=-hom-i·s-· -----~-----

-----ami-livelihoods-by the-1:-ioefatien-T-igers--of-Tamii-E:elam-{1:-TTE}.-Non-Sinhalese-eonstituted-39-%-ef-the--------

3 Paragraph 25, "The High Commissioner emphasizes the need to include the voices of victims abroad and 
encourages further outreach in the diaspora." 
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population at independence in 1946, yet now make up 25%. 4 Tamils constituted 23% of the population 

in 1946 and today constitute 15%.5 

7. . Ofthose Tamils brought by the British in the 19th century, often called Indian Tamils or Hill 

Country Tamils, the first act of Parliament after independence was to deprive them of their cit izenship. 

By the late 1980s, 500,000 had been returned to lndia6 against their will from whence their forebears 

had migrated. The rema inder who were left stateless eventually regained citizenships in the 1980s and 

1990s after prolonged struggle. These actions had a huge impact on the Tamil population; for example, 

it reduced the Tamil presence in Parliament from 33% to 20%7 and facilitated the discriminatory actions 

that were to follow. Today Tamils hold 15% of the seats in Parliament. 

8. One million Tamils, one third of those on the island in 1983, have fled overseas since that t ime 

due to the horrors of war and ongoing ethnic discrimination and violence. 

9. Approximately 200,000 Tamils were killed directly during the war from 1983 to 2009, most by 

state forces,8 while innumerable others died from decades-long embargoes of essential goods, including 

food and medicine9 Infant mortality, for instance, had quadrupled in the Jaffna Peninsula by 1993 since 

before the war and was twice as high as in the South.10 

10. Regular and increasingly deadly pogroms targeted Tamils and their property following 

independence, culminating in the 1983 pogrom that claimed 3,000 lives and displaced 250,000 Tamils. 

During the late civil war, almost the entire Tamil population in the North East was displaced at one t ime 

or another, many multiple times, usually by the shelling and military action by government forces. 

11. During the 20th century and increasingly since independence, state irrigation schemes have 

moved large numbers of Sinhalese into the t raditionally Tamil areas, with 'nearly a quarter of the 

island's population[] moved from the Wet Zone to the Dry Zone between 1946 and 1971.'11 Sinhalese 

constitute 23% (and nearly one third of the voting population) of the Eastern Province, where in 1946 

they comprised 8%. In the 1980s efforts were begun to move more Sinhalese into border areas of t he 

4 http:// nationalpubliclibrarv.info/ articles/ Ethnic groups in Sri Lanka 
5 The nat ive Tamil populat ion has remained relat ively st able as a percentage of the populat ion, even with strong 
emigrat ion, due to a young population. 
6 http:/ /www.refworld.org/ docid/469f3ad4c.html 
7 Virginia Leary: Ethnic Conflict and Violence in Sri Lanka- Report of a Mission to Sri Lanka on behalf of the 

- Interna tional CommiSsionotJurists,My_/J:IJ.g,-=u=st,_,1=9=8=1_· __________________________ _ 
8 Catholic Bishop of Mannar submission t o the LLRC saying 146,679 people need to be accounted for from the end 
of t he war https://www.jrs.netZaSSet57ReJonszroR7meaTa/ files/LLRCsubmission by MannaarDiocese.pdf & ---
documentation by Tamil Centre for Human Rights http://sangam.org/2007/11/Killed 1956 2007.php?uid=2619 
9Dr. Jordan J. Paust, 'The Human Rights to Food, Medicine and Medical Supplies, and Freedom from Arbitrary and 
Inhuman Detention and Controls in Sri Lanka,' Vanderbilt Journal ofTransnational Law, May 1998 
http://www.sangam.org/BOOKS/Vanderbi lt.htm 
10 Jaffna infant mortality survey by N. Sivarajah, M D, Proceedings of the International Conference on Health, 
London, Sept, 1994 
11 Chelvadurai Manogaran, 'Colonization as Polit ics : Poli tical Use of Space in Sri Lanka's Ethnic Conflict,' p.85 in 
Chelvadurai Manogaran & Bryan Pfaffenberger, The Sri Lankan Tamils: Ethnicity & Identity, Westview Press, 
Boulder, CO, 1994 
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Northern Province, especially those areas intersecting the Eastern Province to drive a wedge between 

the two. Gerrymandering of districts has been used in both the North and East to weaken Tamil political 

representation . Grievances over colonization ofthe Northern and Eastern Provinces, political 

marginalization, widespread and systematic racial and ethnic discrimination and anti-Tamil violence 

were sparks for the ethnic civil war. 

12. An example of the demographic engineering referred to above, is that the formerly Tamil-speaking 

district of Puttalam on the North Central coast became Sinhalese-speaking in just one generation after 

schools were switched from Tamil medium to Sinhalese medium. Language rights were one ofthe first 

triggers for ethnic conflict when Mr. Bandaranaike ran for prime minister on the platform of'Sinhala 

Only in 24 hours' during the election of 1956, which he won. Establishing the language of government 

as Sinhalese was a deliberate and consequential act of racial discrimination, particularly when such a 

high proportion of employment, part icularly educated employment, was in public service. 

I. CONSTITUTION OF SRI LANKA 

13. The Constitution of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka ("Sri Lanka's Constitution"), 

grants the majority community of Sinhalese Buddhists overriding rights in two areas: religion and 

language. 

(i) Religion 

Article 9 of Sri Lanka's Constitution states: 
. . 

,;The Republic of Sri Lanka shall give to Buddhism the foremost place and accordingly it shall 
be the duty of the State to protect and foster the Buddha Sasana [clerical hierarchy), while 
assuring to all religions the rights granted by Articles 10 and 14{1)(e)."12 

Chapter II of Sri Lanka's Const itution is devoted to this Article alone, giving it unusual prominence. 
Articles 10 and 14{1)(e} provide for freedom of religion and its practice for every person and every 
citizen. 

(ii) Official Language 

. Article 18 of Sri Lanka's Const itution stat es: 

"(1) The Official Language of Sri Lanka shall be Sinha Ia. 

(2) Tamil shall also be an official language. 

---------'-"-3) English shall be the link langua_...._e=·---------------------------

----(4} P-arliament -shall-by-law-provide-for-the implementat ion oH he provisiens-of-this-Ghapter. " 

Article 19 provides: 

"The National Languages of Sri Lanka shall be Sinha Ia and Tamil." 13 

Provision is then made for the use of both languages in schools and administration in the various 

provinces and the central government.14 The fai lure ofthe government of Sri Lanka in its report to this 

12 https://www.parl iament. lk/ fi les/ pdf/const itution.pdf 
13 ibid. 
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Committee to mention this provision of its Constitution (paras 15-28 of the government of Sri Lanka's 

report) which is clearly antithetical to the language and spirit of Article 2 of the Convention is telling 

indicator over the government of Sri Lanka's commitment to addressing the root causes of the racial and 

ethnic discrimination in Sri Lanka. 

14. By singling out Buddhism, which is the religious practice of the vast majority of the Sinha Ia 

population, and granting it this prominence over the other distinct communities, Sri Lanka's Constitution 

predisposes the state and the state's institutions and practices to discrimination in favour of the Sinha Ia 

population and undermines the state's obligation to protect all of its citizens equally. 

15. In practice, Buddhism is supported by the government through official symbolism, funds1~ and 

the Ministry of Buddhist Sasana and Religious Affairs, which also has departments for Hinduism, Islam 

and Christianity.16 The current government recently set up a Buddhist Revival Fund for providing further 

resources to the Sasana. Sinhalese is for all intents and purposes the language of government and 

society, with Tamils who do not speak Sinhalese having trouble finding employment in or interacting 

with the government, particularly the central government and in areas outside their traditional areas of 

habitationin the North and East. Equally serious has been government laxness in looking after the 

interests of non-Sinhalese Buddhists in fundamental rights, education, law and order, infrastructure, and 

the economy, where discrimination is pervasive. 

16. Currently there is significant momentum for constitutional reform in Sri Lanka. The historic 

election of 2015, where, with the essential support of the Tamil and Muslim political parties, a new 

reform government was elected, offers an opportunity to establish a new constitution, which puts all 

racial and religious groups on an equal footing. On March 2016 the Sri Lankan parliament established 

itself as a constitutional assembly to draft and approve a new constitution or amendments to the old, by 

the end of 2016 to be followed by a referendum in 2017. Wide-ranging consultations within Sri Lanka 

have commenced during the first half of 2016, overseen by a Public Representations Committee. 

17. The Tamil National Alliance (TNA), which is an alliance of the majority of Tamil political parties 

and which is the official opposition in Sri Lanka is directly involved in drafting the new constitution. On 

behalf of the Tamil population, the TNA is seeking a change in the nature of the state from strongly 

unitary to a federal system, which would mean control of law and order, protection of language and 

land and taxing authority to be established at the provincial level. The TNA is also requesting that the 

Northern and Eastern Provinces be re-merged as required in the current constitution as a result of 

______ section-1.4-oLtheJ987_Indo~Lanka_.lkcord,_whidueads: _____________________ _ 

--- "Aiso-rec;;ognizing-that-the-Northern-and the-Eastern-Rrovinces have ben-areas-of-historical-habitation of_ __ _ 

the Sri Lankan Tamil speaking peoples, who have at all times hitherto lived together in this territory with 

14 ibid . 
15 The Ministry of Buddhist Sasana spent at least US$2 mill ion in 2015, not including salaries. 
http://www.mbra.gov.lk/images/pdfs/Progress%20Report%20Book%20%20201S.pdf 
16 Simply looking at the websites of the departments indicates the difference- http://www.mbra.gov.lk/en/ & 
http://www.hindudept.gov.lk/ . Organizational structure of Dept. of Buddhist Sasana 
http://www .buddhistdept.gov.l k/web/i mages/contents/large en . png 
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other ethnic groups"17 

These two measures, viz., a federal system of governance in a merged North East Tamil region, if 

adopted and implemented would go some good distance in protecting and promoting Tamil rights, 

economy and culture in the Tamil dominated areas. 

18. Despite the ongoing process of consultat ion on a new constitution, there are worrying indicators 

that the current government leadership is seeking to pre-empt the consultation, to appease Sinha Ia 

Buddhists extremists who are wedded to the preeminent status of the Sinhalese community in Sri lanka. 

For example, President Sirisensa has recently publ icly implied that Article 9 will not be amended. 18 

19. We respectfully request the Committee to seek an assurance from the government that Article 9 

of Sri lanka's Constitution be removed and that all religions and ethnicities be given equal footing in the 

constitut ion. We further urge the CERD Committee to emphasize t o the government of Sri lanka that 

constitutional reform can be a powerful tool in addressing the institutional basis for racial and et hnic 

discrimination within a community, especially by removing real and perceived bias against other racial 

and religious groups, and that the removal of Article 9 would be a necessary and fundamental step in 

reforming Sri lanka's constitution and a vital means of placing racial equality at the centre of Sri lanka's 

constitutional arrangements. 

II. PREVENTION OF TERRORISM ACT, 1979 

20. The Prevention of Terrorism Act, 1979 (PTA), is a much reviled and a draconian piece of 

legislation used by Sri Lankan security forces, police and intelligence services since 1979 to provide cover · 

for human rights violations and perpetuate impunity, primarily against Tamils, but also against other 

communities on the island.19 The OHCHR Investigation on Sri l anka (OISL) Report 2015 stated that t he 

PTA provides the legal context for arbit ra ry and indefinite detention, unfair trials, torture and sexual 

violence.20 The Working Group on Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances after its November 2015 

visit to Sri lanka noted the law's role in the high number of disappearances in Sri lanka21. Its repea l has 

been called for repeatedly at t he HRC, and in consensus HRC Resolution 30/1 the Council welcomed the 

commitment of the government of Sri lanka "to review and repeal [the PTA] and to provide for its 

replacement." It can be noted that, since the elect ion of President Sirisena in early 2015, some 48 

individuals, mostly Tamils, have been arrested under the PTA; and the OHCHR said that 250,22 almost 

exclusively Tamil, remain in long term detention without trial for up to 20 years. 23 

17 http://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/IN%20LK 870729 lndo-Lanka%20Accord.pdf 
---1 Sirisena Says Govt Won't Make Any Decision That Endangers Maha Sangha Or Buddhism 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/28072016-sri-lanka-sirisena-says-govt-wont-make-any-decision-that-endangers
maha-sangha-or-buddhism/ 
19 Amnesty International, 'Locked Away: Sri Lanka's Security Detainees,' ASA 37/003/ 2012 English, 
http://fi les.amnesty.org/archives/ asa370032012eng.pdf , March 2012, p. 16 
20 High Commissioner Oral Report on Sri Lanka to the HRC, June 28, 2016, A/ HRC/ 32/CRP.4 
21http://www.ohchr.org/ EN/NewsEvents/Pages/ DisplayNews.aspx?NewsiD=16771&LangiD=E%20%20%20%20%20 
#sthash.8bTglgSD.dpuf 
22 As there is no central; public registry of prisoners, it is difficult to obtain exact numbers, with the Working Group 
on Enforced & Involuntary Disappearances visiting a former secret detention center in a Trincomalee naval camp 
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21. Also to be noted is that following the 1988-1991 JVP uprising of Sinhalese leftists, the 

government at the time granted amnesty to all the 9,000 prisoners held under the PTA24 and released 

them to integrate back into society and join the democratic process as a political party. 

22. Special Rapporteur Juan Mendez observed in May this year that the PTA is "still very much in 

place" and provides an open door for "police investigators to use torture and ill-treatment as a routine 

method of work." 25 The Attorney General's Office has played a central role in cruelly prolonging 

arbitrary detentions and stunting judicial proceedings under the current government by use of this Act. 

The High Commissioner noted in his June 2016 report that, "On 17 June, the President issued similar 

directions to the Commanders ofthe Armed Forces and the Police to enable the Human Rights 

Commission to exercise and perform its powers, functions and duties and for the purpose of ensuring 

that fundamental rights of persons arrested or detained are respected and such persons are treated 

humanely," although similar directives have been issued on several occasions in the past to little effect. 

23. Tamil detainees under the PTA have conducted a series of hunger strikes this past year out of 

dire circumstances and frustration at promises not kept. Another hunger strike started on August 826, 

accompanied by demonstrations by families. Indefinite and arbitrary detenti<;>n has become a very 

emotive issue for Tamils in Sri Lanka, weakening their confidence in the reconciliation process. Reform 

of the PTA and release of prisoners were immediately identified as issues that President Sirisena's new 

government could implement rapidly to show their reconciliation bona fides . . Promises have been 

made to prisoners for resolutions of their cases in a special court set up for this purpose, but this has not 

happened.27 

24. It is regrettable, and somewhat surprising, therefore, that the Government of Sri Lanka has 

chosen to cite this Act in support of its report to the Committee on compliance with Article 4 ofthe 

Convention. 

Ill. SECURITY AND POLICE PRACTICES THAT TARGET TAMIL AND MINORITY COMMUNITIES 

25. Security and Police practices that target Tamil and minority communities have been identified as 

needing remedial action but little or no action has been t aken. The government of Sri Lanka has been 

encouraged by the High Commissioner of Human Rights to be "more forthright in combating[] 

during their visit in November 2015. 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsiD=16771&LangiD=E%20%20%20%20%20# 
sthash .8b TglgSD .d puf 
23 -- - ------------

Personal communication with TNA MP A. Sumanthiran, Esq. 
24 https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/196000/asa370021991en.pdf 
25 Preliminary observations and recommendat ions of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman 
and degrading treatment or punishment, Mr. Juan E. Mendez on the Official joint visit to Sri Lanka 
http://www.ohchr.org/ EN/ NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsiD=19943&LangiD=E 
26 "Tamil polit ical prisoners begin fast demanding release" http:l/colombogazette.com/2016/08/08/tamil-political
prisoners-begi n-fast -demanding-release/ 
27 High Commissioner Oral Report on Sri Lanka to the HRC, June 28, 2016, A/HRC/ 32/CRP.4, p.S, and TNA MP 
Ananthan slams Sirisena in Parliament for failing to honour promise on Tamil Prisoners, June 24, 2016 
http://www.ceylonews.com/2016/06/sirisena-slammed-for-failing-to-honour-promise-on-tamil-prisoners-video/ 
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discriminatory violence" and has been criticized for not moving fast enough with measures that would 

assist in building confidence among victim and minority communities in the post ethnic conflict situation 

that exists in Sri Lanka.28 

26. Since the end of the civil war there have been increasing calls for the government of Sri Lanka to 

address the racial divide in Sri Lanka both from institutions and processes set up by the government, 

such as the Lessons Learned and Reconciliation Commission, and those outside the government, such as 

the current ongoing Human rights Council process that commenced in 2012. All have accepted that as 

well as the necessity of accountability from both sides for the war crimes committed at the end of the 

ethnic war, there is a compell ing and urgent need for the government to address the embedded racial 

·divide in Sri Lanka. The successive HRC resolutions, the detailed reports of the High Commissioner, as 

well as the OHCHR investigation on Sri Lanka, all detail the urgent need for a comprehensive plan to 

address the past and the racial discrimination t hat has so undermined Sri Lanka with tragic 

consequences. 

27. A critical example of the urgent need to address racial inequality and discrimination is in the 

composition and deployment of Sri Lanka's armed forces. Currently 95-98 %29 of the armed forces are 

comprised of Sinhalese. These armedforces are accused of serious war crimes that resulted in the 

deat hs of 70,000 to 100,000 in 2008-9. These forces remain unreformed since the end of the war. What 

is more, they continue to be stationed in the North and East, the former war zones. 17 of 21 divisions of 

the army, the overwhelming majority of who are Sinhalese continue to be stationed in the North and 

East where the overwhelming majority of the populace are Tamil, as the government itself 

acknowledges in its report to this Committee.30 

28. There is an urgent need for comprehensive reform of the army and other branches of the 

security sector to root out the racial discrimination that has led to a nearly Sinha Ia only security sector. 

One straightforward action that the government of Sri Lanka could have taken in the last 18 months, 

and one urged upon it from many quarters, was to issue instructions to all branches ofthe security 

forces that harassment, surveillance, torture, sexual violence, including on racial grounds is prohibited 

and t hat t hose responsible w ill be investigated and punished. 31These would have been " immediat e and 

effective measures" to combat prejudice and racial discrimination as required by Article 7 of the 

Convention. It is an illustrative example of the inability and or unwillingness of the government of Sri 

Lanka to take one of the most obvious and basic of steps towards addressing the dead ly violence and 

dehumanization of the Tamil population that exists statewide in Sri Lanka that as of July 2016 no such 

-~ --im t nrct rcrns-h a-d-tre-en- issu-e-d. 

28 High Commissioner Oral Report on Sri Lanka t o the HRC, June 28, 2016, A/HRC/32/ CRP.4, paragraphs 12c and 
13 
29 K.M. de Si lva, 'Sri Lanka's Political-Military Relations,' Netherlands Institute of International Relat ions, November 
2001, p. 18. See also http://www.country-data.com/cgi-bin/ query/r-13282.html 
30 See, for example, paragraph 19 of the government's report 
31 See undertakings given by Foreign Minis_ter Samaraweera General Debate 14 September 2015 to the Human 
Rights Counci l. See also OISL recommendat ion 9 and HRC resolution 30/1 OP 17. 
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29. Chief Whip Dinesh Gunawardene informed the Sri Lankan parliament in 2011 that, 110ut of those 

in [the police] service, 81,328 are Sinhala police officers, 1,093 Tamil police officers, 952 Muslim officers, 

nine Dutch officers and 25 Malay officers." 32 During the war, the police served under the Ministry of 

Defence and their paramilitary force, the Special Task Force was heavily involved in the war, particularly 

in the East. In 2013 President Rajapakse moved the police to the new Ministry of law and Order; 

headed by a former general. The Ministry is now known as the Ministry of law and Order and Southern 

Development. Independent control of the police was weakened by the elimination of Constitutional 

Commission under President Rajapakse's 18th Amendment to the constitution, but somewhat restored 

under the 2015 19th Amendment. The Asian Human Rights Commission has noted the increasing 

politicization of the police for years.33 

30. Control over law and order in the North East has been a primary demand of the Tamils since 

independence, since racial discrimination and ethnic-based violence have been such a problem 

exacerbated by centralized control of the police and other security forces. 

IV. WOMEN IN THE FORMER WAR ZONES 

31. In September 2010 Sri lanka's Deputy Minister for Women's Affairs and Child Development Mr. 

Hizbullah identified a list of 89,000,nearly all Tami l, war widows in the former conflict zone- 49,000 in 

the Eastern Province and 40,000 in the Northern Province.34 Over 26,000 live in Jaffna Peninsula/ 5 out 

of a Tamil population of 1 million Tamils, while more than 25,000 live in Batticaloa district out of a 

population of 614,500 Tamils. There are 50,000 female-headed households in the Northern Province.36 

One in five families in the North is headed by a female, most of who are widows coping on their own in 

areas with the highest female unemployment in the country. No government programmes have been 

aimed at this very vulnerable population or their dependents, partly because the issue is so linked to the 

issue of those missing or unaccounted for after the war. The current government has, however, has 

recently set up a small loans programme.37 Many continue to live in shacks thrown up at the end of the 

war, since little housing has been provided for those displaced by war.38 

32 Daily Mirror, Colombo, November 28, 2011 http://www.dailymirror.lk/15074/police-service-short-of
around-10000-cadres 
33 For instance, "The National Police Commission is politicized and defunct, and the office of the Attorney General 
has simply become the spokesperson for the government, with many actors having made critical comments 
concerning its independence and integrity in recent 
times."ht tp:ijlib. ohchr.org/H RBOcJTes?U PR/ Docu m ents/5essl0r12/ LK/ ALRC LKA UPRS21"\Slanl:egal Resou rceCentr 
e uprsubmission.pdf . 2008. p.2 
34 Daily Mirror, Sept. 29, 2010 http://www.dailymirror.lk/ 6838/89000-war-widows 
35 ht tps://www.wsws.org/en/art icles/ 2010/10/sriw-o27.html 
36 IRIN, May 5, 2015 http://www.iri nnews.org/ feature/ 2015/ 05/13/help-last -sri -lanka-war-widows 
37 "Help at last for Sri Lanka war widows" http://www.irinnews.org/feature/ 2015/05/13/help-last -sri-lanka-war
widows 
38 At the end of the war, the ICRC est imated that 260,000 houses needed to be reconstructed in t he North East. 
The World Barik has provided loans for 58,000 to be built, with another 50,000 to be built at some time by India, 
although it is unclear how many have been. http://www.thehindu.com/ news/ internat ional/ imf-t eam-visits-
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32. As 17oft he 20 divisions of the mostly Sinhalese army are stationed in the North and East, in 

many former conflict areas there is one soldier for every 5 civilians --one of the highest levels of 

militarization in the world. The female-headed Tamil households with poor housing with little income 

continue to be at extreme risk of sexual predation and violence, with little recourse, since the military 

are the ultimate authorities in the North and East. During the current HRC process, this discrimination 

against Tamil women in the North and East has been extensively discussed with repeated calls for action 

by the government to address the situation. Former LTIE cadres are especially at risk, since army 

personnel including soldiers believe they have a legal basis /excuse to enter homes at will. They are also 

required to report to military bases regularly.39 Four soldiers were convicted in 2015 of raping a Tamil 

woman in the Northern Province in 2010.40 The International Truth and Justice Project on Sri Lanka led 

by Yasmin Sooka noted that the woman had been 'repeatedly harassed and threatened by military and 

police.'41 This is the only case of soldiers being convicted for sexual violence against Tamil women since 

1998. 42 

V. TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE 

33. Reconciliation and the assurance of justice cannot flourish without government and wider 

recognition in all communities of the realities of the history and current situation in Sri Lanka. Without 

this, Tamils live in a plight of insecurity and contempt, while still being the minority, and legally 

secondary in Sri Lanka. The OHCHR called for a comprehensive strategy reinforced by a concerted public 

information campaign to implement reconciliation processes and encourage a.shift in the majoritarian 

political culture. We call upon the CERD to not only reinforce this message, but also to emphasize its 

vital and crucial significance. Moreover, such a message from this Committee may help create an 

environment of solidarity with the Human Rights Council; the High Commissioner and the Special 

Procedure holders, which would serve as a necessary catalyst to the implementation and success of 

Transitional Justice mechanisms currently being developed in Sri Lanka. It is essential that all ofthe 

mechanisms do not import the racial and ethnic biases, which underlie the majority of governmental 

structures and institutions in Sri Lanka. It is the Tamil and other communities in Sri Lanka's long 

experience of this discrimination and its consequences that has lead the High Commissioner, the Human 

Rights Council, the Tamil community and civil society organizations to identify the need, for example, for 

foreign judges and lega l personnel in the criminal accountability mechanism currently under discussion. 

34. A first step in the transitional justice process of national consultations, particularly with victims, 

was the tormation of a ta~k _force in Janu~r)'_ 2016. Th_~s~ consultatio~n~ bave had a ~ow start an~on_ly 

~--~-began-irrJune~2(:l16;--wittr-some-publicity·farwritten-submissions-ancrefforts-at-meetings-outside--

wartorn-northern-province-of-sri-lanka/article433562.ece Distribution of houses to those most in need has been 
an important point of dispute. 
39 1nternational Crisis Group, 'Sri Lanka: Women's Insecurity in the North and East,' Report No: 217, December 20, 

2011 
40 http://www .msn .com/en-us/news/ other/sri-lanka n-soldiers-convicted -of -rape/ar -AAfcU9i 
41 ibid. 
42 http://n ews. bbc.co .uk/2/hi/south~asia/12569l.stm 
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authorized by the cabinet in May, unfortunately, without waiting for this consultation process to be 

complete. Two consultations with NGOs were held in Colombo, the TNA were consulted and their 

recommendations incorporated, but bypassing the necessary procedures was not confidence inspiring. 

On the other hand; t here is some concern that the consultation process is not proceeding rapidly 

enough and is slowing the entire transitional justice process. 

35. Consulting victims is a difficult process after an ethnic war, since Tamils constitute the 

overwhelming majority of those victims. Before the last year of the war, a rough estimate of casualties 

in the war mirrored t hat of Guatemala, in which 90% of victims were Mayan. In Sri Lanka military 

casualties were approximately evenly divided between ethnicities until the end of the war, while 90% of 

civilian casualties were Tamils.43 

The Government and the Sinha Ia community has yet to accept its role in being the agent of racial 

discrimination and violence against the Tamil community- the reason for such a large Tamil diaspora. 

More significantly the government has failed to educate the Sinhala population of the crimes committed 

by its armed forces and the entrenched structures of government that result in racism and the need for 

those to be reformed to eliminate all forms of racism in the country. 

VI. INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS 

36. The Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (IDMC) notes the current situation of internally 

displaced persons (IDPs) in Sri Lanka as follows: 

They originate from the Northern and Eastern Provinces and live in the districts of Jaffna, 

Kilinochchi, Mullaitivu, Vavuniya, Mannar (Northern Province), Trincomalee, Batticaloa (Eastern 

Province), and Puttalam (North Western Province). Their protracted displacement is a result of 

the 26-year civil war between government forces and armed insurgent groups, most 

prominently the Liberation Tigers ofTamil Eelam (LTIE), which ended in 2009 (IDMC, lJuly 

2015, pp.3-4, 8). 

Among them, 89 per cent, or up to 65,500 IDPs were living in host communities, the remainder 

in camps and about 550 in a relocation site (IDMC, 1 July 2015, pp.3-4, 8) . The overwhelming 

majority belong to the Tamil and Muslim minorities. In addition, it is estimated that several tens 

of thousands among the more t~an 794,000 who are registered as having returned to their 

-----lhumes-(M in istr}r ot-Res·ettlemenl,Re-currstro·ctio·n-arrd-11 i nlfu-ReHgiu-us-Affa irs-;-31- 1\11 a rchLOtS)~-~ 

-- -·-nave:stillrwrachieveda aurable solutiOfltotneirdisplacement~. ~-------- -~- -----~---- -----~---

Those still displaced in Jaffna, Puttalam and Mannar, who together make up two thirds of all 

current IDPs, have been displaced for 25 years or more. Most remained displaced for the whole 

period. Some in Puttalam and Mannar were able to return after the 2002 ceasefire, only to be 

43 Briefing by Association of Sri Lankan Tamils in the USA to US House Committee on International Relations, April 

29, 2001, available at http ://tamilnat ion.co/intframe/us/010429congress ionalbriefing files/frame.htm 
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displaced again in 2006 (Puttalam) or 2007 (Mannar). In Kilinochchiand Mullaitivu districts, the 

whole population was displaced during the last phase of the war (2008-2009). A large majority, 

270,230-people (Ministry of Resettlement, Reconstruction and Hindu Religious Affairs, 31 March 

2015), have since returned. Many had already experienced displacement during earlier phases 

ofthe conflict, as had lOPs and returnees in other areas ofthe north and east (IOMC, lJuly 

2015, p.4).44 

37. A good portion of those who remain displaced are unable to return because of the large tracts 

of land and other property that continue to be held by the military in the North East in an area whose 

economy rests on agriculture and fishing. Approximately 3,200 acres of land have been returned under 

the new government according to the Ministry of Resettlement, with 8,000 still to be released.45 The 

British Tamil Forum, however, estimates that 67,000 acres of private and state land held on long-term 

lease are still inaccessible by owners as of January 2016.46 

· 38. At a Christmas celebration in Jaffna in 2015, President Sirisena promised to solve the issues of 

long-term lOPs in 6 months.47 The High Commissioner was assured that the process of releasing land 

and relocating structures built by the military would be completed by June 2016.48 Recently news 

reports have said that the government is working to close all 3110P camps in Jaffna by August 15 by 

building homes elsewhere. Local critique of the plan notes that without the military releasing the 

economic resources the families depend on for livelihood, the resettlement will not be much 

improvement.49 Other resettled lOPs in the North East have complained of a lack of infrastructure on 

recently released land. 5° The World Bank noted in its February 2016 report said that a land dispute 

mechanism was necessary and as yet had not been established. 51 

39. The presence of the nearly aii-Sinhalese military on such wide swathes of the land is a problem 

economically, demographically and socially. The military continues to seize land and works to make its 

camps permanent, while bringing families and cultural and religious activities along with them. The 

military flies Buddhist flags over their camps and is building many Buddhist monuments in areas that . 

have been hitherto Hindu, Muslim and Christian. Supposedly demobilized soldiers from the civil security 

force are involved in tourism, agriculture, garment factories and pre-schools. 52 

44 http://www.internal-displacement..org/south-and-south-east-asia/sri-lanka/figures-analysis 
45 http://resettlementmin.gov.lk/site/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=19&1temid=29&1ang=en 
46 http·l/tamilsfoJ:um.GG.uk/201G/04ftami~s-land-·oGGUJ3ied-by-sFi-lankan-seEuFitv-foFEes-2f#meFe-3469 
47 http:ftwww.colombopage.comtar:chiv~15BtOec21-1450640457-CI:I.php 
48 High Commissioner Oral Report on Sri Lanka to the HRC, June 28, 2016, A/HRC/32/CRP.4, p.4. 
49 http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/sri-lanka-may-shut-31-idp-camps-in
jaffna/article8883514.ece 
50 www.tamilguardian .com/article .asp?articleid=16923 
51 http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363391467995349383/pdf/103246-SCO-P152526-
PUBLIC-NON-BOARO-VERSION-SrilankaCompleteFinal-1225151r-2.pdf 
52http://www.csd.lk/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=20&1temid=l34&1ang=en#prese 
nt-future-role 
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40. During the war, almost the entire Tamil population and a good portion of the Muslim population 

were displaced at one time or another, many multiple times, which impoverished those displaced and 

pulled apart the social order. The displacement was viewed in many cases as intentional and seen in the 

context of an ethnic war. 

VII. FAILURE OF CURRENT LEADERSHIP TO LEAD A NATIONAL RECKONING OF THE PAST 

41. Despite the welcome electoral changes in Sri Lanka in 2015 the current leadership appears 

reluctant to undertake the, admittedly, challenging task of confronting the Sinhalese majority mindset of 

racial superiority that evidences the deep racial and ethnic divide in Sri Lanka. Tamils welcome the 

important symbolic steps taken by the government "towards promoting reconciliation and changing the 

majoritarian political culture"53 such as the singing of the national anthem in both Sinha Ia and Tamil on 

independence day in February 2016 for the first time since 1946, and the less triumphal militaristic, 

more subdued respectful Remembrance Day commemorat ions in May 2016. However, as the High 

Commissioner has noted these gestures need to be accompanied by institutional change and much 

more vigorous steps to combat "discriminatory violence, including through appropriate legislation to 

regulate hate speech and incitement to violence." We add further that the government of Sri Lanka has 

not yet conceded to its history and the Tamils' past. It speaks of reconciliation, but not between whom; 

of assisting vict ims, but not why they became so in the first place. 

We respectfully make this submission to the Committee with hopes that it will assist in its 

considerations. 

USTPAC, August 2016 

53 High Commiss ioner Oral Report on Sri Lanka to the HRC, June 28, 2016, A/HRC/32/CRP.4, paragraph 10. 
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